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Anthropomorphic Grasp Synthesis
Based on the Object Dynamic Properties
Vincenzo Lippiello

Abstract—The synthesis of optimal grasp configurations of
heavy objects with anthropomorphic hands benefits from the
explicit consideration of the object dynamic properties. A new
solution for the fast synthesis of anthropomorphic grasps that
ensures the reduction of gravitational and inertial effects during
the execution of manipulation tasks as well as an equal distribution of the grasping forces among all fingers is proposed in this
paper. The reduction of the computational complexity is achieved
by considering only the regions of the object surface favoring
the synthesis of minimal inertia grasps. Moreover, the hand and
fingertip size, the hand kinematics, the object model uncertainty,
and the surface curvature are all employed to further reduce the
number of discrete grasping regions selected for the computation
of the optimal grasp configurations with respect to a number of
grasp quality indices. The effectiveness of the proposed method
has been demonstrated with several case studies.
Index Terms—Grasp synthesis, grasping, anthropomorphic
hands.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The capability of a robotic hand to guarantee a firm grasp is
an essential requirement for the manipulation of an object. The
stability of a grasp configuration, as well as the disturbance
resistance capability and the dexterity during a manipulation
motion, are severely affected by the weight and inertia of
heavy object. A large part of the available joint torques of
the hand could be wasted due to inadequate grasp configurations [1], [2], thus limiting the manipulability. For this reason,
an optimal grasp synthesis should explicitly take into account
these factors.
An overview of techniques for 3D object grasp synthesis
with multi-fingered robotic hands is proposed in [3] and
with a focus on analytical and empirical approaches in [4].
A more general overview of grasping is presented in [5].
A method toward planning robot grasps across objects with
similar parts is presented in [6]. In particular, the topological
decomposition of objects proposed in this paper enables highlevel semantic grasp planning. An algorithm for the on-line
grasp planning of unknown objects with multi-fingered robotic
hands is proposed in [7], [8]. In details, a visual object-surface
reconstruction algorithm and a local grasp planner evolve in
parallel generating a suboptimal grasp trajectory.
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The off-line computation of a context-independent, i.e.
where only the robot gripper and the target object are considered, and dense set of grasp configurations, instead of a
small set of configurations regarded as optimal by using a
given criterion, are proposed in [9]. The achieved set is then
used on-line allowing the robot to quickly choose a suitable
grasp for a given situation.
The combination of several grasp quality indices for the synthesis of optimal grasp configurations has been employed by a
number of methods proposed in the literature. An overview of
the most employed grasp quality indices is proposed in [10].
Several non-dimensional performance indices are proposed
in [11], [12], where the problem of merging quality indices
with different physical meaning is specifically addressed.
Combinations of different grasp quality indices are typically
employed to achieve a global quality measure ranking all
possible grasps either in a parallel or in a serial way. The
parallel approach merges different quality indices into a global
one. The algebraic (weighted) sum of a set of quality indices is
considered in [13], where it has been assumed that all of them
have to be either maximized or minimized. On the other hand,
a significant grasp quality measure (or a proper combination)
is employed with the serial approach to generate candidate
grasp configurations. The best candidate is finally chosen by
using a secondary quality measure (or a proper combination),
resulting in a prioritized synthesis criterion [14].
The computational complexity of the optimal grasp search
algorithms is an important aspect to take into account. In the
case of polyhedral objects, being the most investigated ones,
the evaluation of the force-closure regions can be cast into
a linear programming problem [15], [16], which is computationally efficient, while the optimal grasp configuration can
be chosen by solving a nonlinear programming problem [17].
In [18] a solution for grasp synthesis and fixture layout design
in discrete domain has been presented. By solving a single
linear program with an overall complexity of O(N ), given
a number of candidate contact points on the object surface,
this method allows the evaluation of a minimal subset from
the candidate points so that they generate a grasp or a fixture
with the form-closure property.
In [19] the effect of the number and type of engaged
“postural synergies” have on the choice of grasping forces,
and on the ultimate quality of the grasp, has been investigated.
Numerical results have been presented showing the role played
by different synergies in making a number of different grasps
possible. Anthropomorphism has been exploited in [20], [21]
for the development of a human-like grasping approach based
on the synergic motions that can be observed in the human
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hand. In [22], through the analysis of a quasi-static model,
grasp structural properties related to contact force and object
motion controllability have been defined. Motivated by the
need for a means for robots operating in unstructured environments to robustly grasp and manipulate a wide range of
objects using a multipurpose hand, in [23] an underactuated
finger design and grasping method for precision grasping and
manipulation of small objects has been demonstrated. Starting
from these recent results, on one hand new compact grasp
quality indices could be derived and employed for the grasp
synthesis, and on the other hand the grasp of unknown objects
can be achieved by employing complaint models, e.g. “soft
synergies”, or suitable mechanical designs to control the interaction forces and ensure both force closure and manipulability
of the grasp.
In [24] the finger positioning error during the grasping and
its consequence to the force-closure property are considered.
In particular, the concept of Independent Contact Regions
(ICRs) has been proposed providing robustness to the grasp,
i.e. the force closure is guaranteed when finger contact occurs
anywhere inside each of these regions, despite the exact
contact position. A realistic modeling of the contact between
the robotic fingers and an object has been used in [25] for
the synthesis of multi-fingered grasps. A patch contact model
has been adopted to locally approximate the contact between
a rigid object and a deformable finger as a set of ICRs.
In this paper, the work presented in [26], [27] is specialized
to the case of anthropomorphic robotic hands to quickly
synthesize optimal n-fingered grasps for 3D objects with
any shape ensuring the minimization of gravitational and
inertial effects. The computational complexity is reduced by
performing a suitable discretization of the object surface and
a simultaneously selection of the pieces of surfaces suitable
to generate optimal grasps. Differently from the existing
approaches, this step is made under the lead of constraints
derived from important grasp quality indices, that allow a
strong reduction of the computational complexity. In detail, the
presented method requires initially the evaluation of regions
that can generate grasps with minimal gravitational and inertial
effects. The achieved set of regions are further discretized
on the basis of the local surface curvature, resulting in a set
of groups of regions with a uniform curvature (e.g. planar
regions, concave regions, convex regions, and angular regions).
The fingertip size as well as the object model uncertainty are
considered to further decompose the achieved regions. The
search space of the optimization algorithm is hence reduced
by applying linear constraints derived from the kinematics
of the anthropomorphic hand and by taking into account the
peculiarity of the thumb finger, which is the main opposite
finger of the hand. Finally, a set of grasp quality indices is
applied ranking the grasps according to a serial approach that
takes into account the computational complexity of the chosen
quality measures. The proposed method is particularly useful
for the manipulation of heavy objects, compared to the hand
capabilities, thanks to the choice of the inertial quality metrics.
A number of objects with several shapes are presented to show
the effectiveness of the proposed approach in terms of both
computational time and quality of the grasp configuration with
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respect to a given anthropomorphic hand.
A MATLAB demo toolbox endowed with wizards to generate both suitable 3D MATLAB models from standard STL
files and optimal grasps is provided1 .
II. O BJECT SURFACE DISCRETIZATION
The discretization of the object surface is crucial for the
grasp synthesis because it severely affects the effectiveness, in
terms of the final grasp quality, and the computational complexity. A rough discretization characterized by a low number
of graspable regions decreases the computational complexity,
but there is the risk that the best grasps could be cut off. In
fact, a fine discretization results in a large number of regions
that should endure the capability of the algorithm to find the
best grasp but increases exponentially the computational time
(see Section V-C), hence reducing the possibility to compute
on-line the best grasp.
The proposed solution is based on the adoption of some
grasp quality measures and hand properties to lead the object
surface discretization and selection process [27]. The main
idea consists into the selection and aggregation of those parts
of the object surface capable to generate grasp configurations
that are optimal for the dynamic object grasping and manipulation, i.e., optimal from an inertial point of view, and that
are suitable to be reached by the hand fingertips.
This goal is achieved in three steps. First, the minimal
inertia regions (MIRs) of the object surface, i.e. those parts
of the object surface that can generate grasp configurations
suitable from an inertial point of view, are found. Being
this step computationally efficient, a high resolution of the
object surface discretization can be used without affecting
significantly the algorithm performances. Then, the MIR set is
clustered into uniform curvature regions (UCRs). The result of
this step is a very small number of connected regions that are
characterized by similar geometrical and inertial properties.
Finally, the UCR set is decomposed into a number of grasp
regions (GRs) that are suitable to be reached by the fingertips
of the employed hand and are dimensionally adequate. All the
previous steps are explained in the following sections.
Notice that the 3D model of the object surface, e.g. a mesh
representation, as well as the corresponding mass distribution,
if the object density is not uniform, are assumed to be known.
A. Minimal inertia regions
The minimization of the grasp forces required for the
compensation of the gravitational and inertial force is chosen
as a main criterion for the MIR elements selection. This goal
1 A MATLAB demo toolbox to test the proposed approach is available at the
following address: http://wpage.unina.it/lippiell/docs/pubs/OGS RAM2013
Matlab Demo.zip. Wizards have been provided both for the construction of
suitable MATLAB 3D models from standard STL files and for the optimal
grasp synthesis. All the STL files of the employed 3D models are provided to
recreate the figures included into the paper. Notice that this code is designed
for a demonstration use only and it is not optimized as the one written in
C++ employed for the performance tests of the paper. However, although
some simplifications have been introduced for the demo purpose (e.g. the
hand kinematic description and the accessibility test), the main optimization
algorithm is analogous to the C++ version. We experienced that this code
could be eight/ten times slower than the corresponding C++ version.
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can be achieved by minimizing the distance between the object
center of gravity (CoG) and the center of grip [13].
However, by adopting this criterion only the positions of
the grasp points are taken into account, while the direction
of the action lines of the contact forces are ignored. In fact,
the “ideal” condition to compensate the gravity and inertial
forces is achieved when the lines of action of the grasp
forces have an isotropic angular distribution and are directed
towards the object CoG. These criteria are known as Focus
Centering and Force Arrangement, as quality indices for the
grasp assessment, and Real Focus Centering, as a quality index
for the configuration assessment [13], [28]. Without loss of
generality, the case of hard fingers and point contact with
friction is considered. Hence, when the friction cone (FC)
of each grasp point contains the CoG of the object, then
the corresponding center of grip remains close to the CoG.
Under this favorable condition stable grasp configurations with
respect to gravitational and inertial wrenches can be computed.
In view of the above considerations, the MIRs are defined as
those portions of the object surface where the corresponding
FC contains the CoG cm for a given friction coefficient µ.
Let S be a 3D representation of the object surface, that can
be extracted from an available CAD model or built with a
visual system [7] or a tactile inspection [29], [30]. The finite
MIR set is defined as the set of all the connected regions

B. Uniform curvature regions
By further dividing each region of RI into smaller connected subregions with uniform curvature, a new set of regions, namely uniform curvature regions (UCRs), is achieved
RC = {RC1 , . . . , RCu } ⊆ RI .

The regions of RI are partitioned into smaller connected
subregions on the basis of similar values of the local curvature.
Let k(p) ∈ [−1, 1] be the curvature of the object surface at
point p [27]. In this paper, five types of UCRs are considered:
1) planar region, for |k| ≤ kp ; 2) convex region, for kp < k <
ka ; 3) convex corner region, for k ≥ ka ; 4) concave region,
for −ka < k < −kp ; 5) concave corner region, for k ≤ −ka
(see Fig. 2). The thresholds kp and ka , with 0 < kp < ka < 1,
are employed for discriminating planar from convex, concave
and corner regions, respectively.

Convex region

Fig. 2.
surface.

∀p ∈ RI ,

(2)

where c(p) is the unit central vector, here defined as the unit
vector pointing from the contact point p to cm , and n(p) is
the inward unit vector normal to the object surface at p, as
shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Minimal inertia regions RI (in yellow) for a portion of an object
surface S (in gray).

According to the above considerations, the choice of the
grasp points in RI limits the synthesis of the best grasps
to those capable of good gravitational and inertial effects
compensation. Moreover, having selected only portions of the
object surface, the computational time needed for the grasp
synthesis will be reduced, too.

Uniform curvature regions represented on a portion of an object

A concave region produces a contact that is more stable than
a planar and a convex one, as it was analytically demonstrated
in [31]. Starting from this assumption, each class of region is
ranked differently according to its capability to ensure stable
contacts. This curvature ranking is employed during the grasp
configuration synthesis step as a measure of the stability of
the contact. Angular regions (regions with a high curvature)
require specific considerations. As shown in [31], convex
angular regions can produce unstable contacts, and thus they
should be penalized during the grasp configuration selection.
On the other hand, concave angular regions can produce stable
contacts, however the real contact between the fingertip and
the object surface is typically placed in an unpredictable point,
also due to model inaccuracy. This condition could lead to
uncertain grasps. For these reasons, all angular regions are
strongly penalized during the grasp region ranking and they
will be “de facto” discarded if other regions are available.
C. Grasp regions
The grasp regions (GRs) set is defined as the finite set of
connected regions on which a stable and safe contact can be
achieved. The elaboration of the GRs is executed by extracting
a number of smaller regions from each region of RC , with
a size suitable to accommodate a fingertip and uniformly
distributed on it, hence
RG = {RG1 , . . . , RGr } ⊆ RC .

(4)
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the grasp regions (green) and safety
borders (yellow) represented on a portion of an object surface discretized on
the basis of the minimal-inertia and uniform curvature criteria.

Grasp regions composed by points at a maximum distance
rg > 0 from a region central point are considered in this
paper, where rg is chosen equal to the tip radius.
Both the finger size and the accuracy of the CAD model
are two of the most influencing factors for the GRs extraction
process. By considering only these main factors, a uniform
distribution of the GRs among RC can be chosen as a selection
criteria (see Fig. 3). A safety border with a radial dimension
λ > 0 is added to each “circular” grasp region ensuring a safe
fingertip contact also in the presence of model uncertainty. The
tuning of λ depends directly on the model uncertainty, i.e. a
good CAD model is given a smaller λ and viceversa. In any
case, a safety border at least equal to the 5−10% of rg should
be considered also to take into account the tips position errors.
To achieve a more effective decomposition of RC a third
parameter is considered, that is the aptitude to generate contact
forces pointing toward the object CoG.
The following iterative selection algorithm is proposed for
the grasp region selection process:
1) A region of RC that has not yet been elaborated is set
as “processing” region Rp and the process goes to step
2; if all the regions of RC have already been elaborated
the process ends.
2) If the shape and size of Rp is sufficient to locate a new
GR the process continues with step 3, otherwise Rp is
discarded and the process restart from step 1.
3) The point pnc of Rp that corresponds to the minimum
angle between the normal vector n and the central vector
c is detected, and the minimum distance dm between
pnc and the contour of Rp is computed. Then, if dm ≥
rg + λ, a new grasp region centered at pnc is added to
RG and removed from Rp ; otherwise, if dm < rg + λ,
a new grasp region is selected as close as possible to
pnc . The process goes back to step 2.
The final size of RG depends on the area of S with respect
to the fingertip size and, obviously, on the object shape.
Instead, it does not depend significantly on the resolution of
the available CAD model. Notice that increasing the safety
border dimension λ decreases the number of grasp regions.
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section. Even though the size of RG is a small number for
objects of size compatible with an anthropomorphic hand,
the evaluation of all possible combinations up to 5 fingered
grasps becomes quickly untractable for on-line applications.
Moreover, most of the these combinatory grasps are ineffective
and unfeasible, e.g. due to the hand kinematics and size.
In this paper we propose a new approach to reduce the
grasps research space to those ones that can produce stable
and inertial effective grasps. In particular, the peculiarity of the
anatomic conformation of the anthropomorphic hand, which
is endowed with a thumb finger opposing the other fingers in
stable and powerful grasps, is fully considered. In fact, the GRs
set is employed to locate the thumb fingertip for each of the
considered grasp configurations. Thanks to the properties of
the GRs set, the contact of the thumb in those regions allows
the hand to provide a force with a line of action directed
towards the CoG. Let pc ∈ RG be the central point of a given
GR. The opposite point po (pc , c(pc )) to pc with respect to
the CoG —the point corresponding to the intersection with the
object surface of the half straight line starting from pc and
direct along c(pc )— is considered as the main point leading
the location of the other opposite fingers of the hand (in case of
multiple intersections, the farther points are considered). The
method proposed in [32] can be employed for the opposite
point computation. With this approach, well described in the
following sections, the number of grasp configurations that
have to be evaluated during the grasp ranking test increases
only linearly with the size of RG . In particular, the following
policies will be used in reason of the desired number of fingers
for the grasp synthesis.
A. Two-fingered grasps
In the two-fingered grasp case, for each region of RG , the
contact point of the thumb finger is located in the center of the
region and only the location of the opposite fingertip has to be
determined. The point po is the starting candidate, as shown
in Fig. 4. If a grasp region exists close to po , the contact
point is chosen in its center. More in general, po could be
far from any region of RG . In this latter case, the achieved
grasp configuration, i.e. the current grasp region, is discarded
because it does not guarantee the force closure. On the other
hand, for the case po ∈ RG several grasp feasibility tests are
applied to the candidate grasp configuration.

Contact point
accessibility test
RGi
c ( pc )

cm

po

pc
Thumb

III. A NTHROPOMORPHIC GRASP CONFIGURATIONS
The on-line feasibility of the grasp synthesis is an important
achievement of the proposed approach. To reach this result, an
initial discretization/selection of the object surface producing
a finite set of GRs is applied, as described in the previous

S

Fig. 4.

Two-fingered grasp configuration.

First, the distance dco = kpc − po k between the two fingers
is compared to the maximum aperture for the available hand.
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Then, the accessibility of each contact point is evaluated by
verifying if a suitable free space is available in the proximity
of the contact region. To achieve this goal the volume around
the candidate contact point is sampled with a finite number of
points (see Fig. 4); then, if all those test points are outside from
the object the contact point under test is assumed reachable.
Finally, the existence of a hand pose (position and orientation) compatible with the current contact points candidates that
avoid the contact of the palm with the object is verified. In particular, this test is performed by approximating the 2-fingered
hand with a semi-elliptical shape sized in a conservative way
with respect to the real hand size and the finger aperture (see
Fig. 5). This semi-ellipse is first placed with the vertices in the
contact point and is then progressively rotated around c(pc ) of
a small angles step. If at least one orientation exists that does
not generate an intersection with the object surface, the grasp
is accepted as a valid candidate for the final ranking step. The
intersection is verified by sampling the semi-elliptical curve
and by applying the method proposed in [32]. The rotational
angles that correspond to feasible hand poses for the 2-fingered
grasp candidate is a sub-result of this method.
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Fig. 6.

Three-fingered grasp configuration.

The set of candidates is finally verified from the accessibility
and feasibility point of view as in the previous case. First, the
distances dci = kpc − poi k, with i = 1, 2, are compared to the
maximum aperture for the available hand. In addition, also the
distance d12 = kpo1 − po2 k between the two opposed fingers
is verified with respect to the hand kinematic limits. Then, the
existence of a hand pose avoiding the contact of the palm with
the object is tested in a similar way as for the 2-fingered case.
In this case, two semi-elliptical test curves are considered, both
starting from pc and arriving at po1 and po2 , respectively.
Only the grasp configurations that overcome these tests are
considered for the final ranking step. The force closure test as
well as other computational complex tests are performed only
on a limited number of best grasp configurations, as better
described in the next section.
C. Four-fingered grasps

Fig. 5.

Palm intersection test for different apertures of the hand.

B. Three-fingered grasps
The 3-fingered grasp configuration is achieved by locating
the thumb on the current grasp region at point pc , as for the
previous case. The contact points of the other two opposed
fingers are computed starting from the point po as follows.
First, we assume that the angle ϑF characterizes the opposed
fingers aperture with respect to the thumb vertex (see Fig. 6).
Without loss of generality, we assume that the angle ϑF
between two consecutive opposed fingers is constant with the
hand aperture and with the number of fingers. In a more
general case, ϑF decreases with the hand aperture and the
number of fingers. Then, a circular cone with apex at pc ,
aperture ϑF /2, and po lying on the symmetry axis is employed
to generate a set of contact point couples. In particular, the
cone directrix is sampled with a fixed angular step. For each
sampled point, the opposed point of the directrix with respect
to cone base center is considered, so achieving a couple of
half lines starting from pc and intersecting S in a couple
of candidate opposed contact points, namely po1 and po2 , as
shown in Fig. 6. Small local adjustment of the contact points
can be applied in the case of proximity of grasp regions. Notice
that the number of grasp configuration candidates so generated
for each grasp region depends linearly on the number of
samples kept on the directrix.

The four-fingered grasp configuration case is similar to the
previous one. The main difference is that the cone aperture
angle becomes ϑF and an additional contact point (middle
finger) is fixed at po ≡ po2 (see Fig. 7). The accessibility and
feasibility tests are performed in a similar way to the threefingered case.

S

po4
po1

RGi

cm

c ( pc )
pc

po2
po3

#F
po4

Fig. 7.

Four/Five-fingered grasp configuration.

D. Five-fingered grasps
The selection of the fifth finger contact point candidate is
made by adding a second cone with an aperture angle 2ϑF a,
as shown in Fig. 7. Notice that in this case for each directrix
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sample two different grasp configurations are achieved. In
fact, the second cone allows finding two possible positions
for the little finger. Also the accessibility and feasibility tests
are performed similarly to previous cases.
IV. G RASP CONFIGURATIONS RANKING
Let Cn , with n = 2, . . . , 5, be the set of n-fingered
grasp-configuration candidates computed with the previous
procedure. Notice that if the object shape and size do not
allow a suitable grasp with many fingers, e.g. with 5 fingers,
the corresponding Cn are empty.
The optimal n-fingered grasp configuration is computed by
ranking each grasp of Cn through a number of grasp measures
in a hierarchical (i.e. serial) composition. The chosen quality
measures have been split into two groups in a way to keep the
computational complexity limited. The first group of indices
is used in a hierarchical manner to rank Cn . Then, at the end
of the first ranking phase, the second group of indices, i.e.
those ones with a higher computational complexity, is applied
but starting from the best ranked configuration. All candidates
which do not guarantee a suitable level for properties such as
force closure, hand kinematic constraints, and manipulability
are discarded until an optimal grasp is found. The priority
composition method and a brief description of the adopted
grasp quality indices are provided in the following sections.
A. Angular distribution and minimal inertia index
A uniform angular distribution of the grasp contact points
increases the capability of the candidate grasp to stand up
to external forces and disturbances [13], [33]. Moreover,
if the contact force vectors point toward the object CoG,
the gravitational and inertial effects are reduced too, thus
achieving an isotropic dynamically-consistent grasp. To obtain
this result, the composed quality index ID proposed in [26]
ranking the solid-angular distribution of the n-fingered grasp
as well as the capability to reduce the gravitational and inertial
effects is employed.
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D. Grasp isotropy index
The grasp isotropy index IG proposed in [10], [11] takes
into account the closeness of the finger configurations to
singular values. Notice that, only by avoiding the singular
configurations, force control as well as precise position can
be achieved during the object manipulation with a multifingered hand. Moreover, also the uniformity of the contact
force contributions to the total wrench applied to the object
depends on this quality measure. In fact, this index is close to
1 for isotropic grasp configurations, while it tends to zero for
singular grasp configurations.
E. Force-closure test
The property of a grasps to resist any external force/moment
applied to the object is known as force closure [35]. Being the
computation of this property computationally expensive [36],
the force-closure test is computed only for the best grasp
configurations selected after the ranking procedure.
F. Hand and task kinematic indices
The overall quality of a grasp configuration also depends
on the hand kinematic configuration and on the effectiveness
with respect to an assigned task. Moreover, also some other
aspects, such as joint limits and environmental constraints,
should be considered [10]. Many quality indices have been
proposed in the literature, most of which based on the analysis
of the Jacobian matrix of the system composed by the hand
and the object G†T J h , where J h is the hand Jacobian, and
G† is the generalized inverse of the grasp matrix. In particular,
a weighted sum of a measure of the distance with respect
to singular configurations and of the hand manipulability has
been considered [26].
Notice that, in case of no redundant hand kinematics, the imposition of a grasp configuration fixes also the joint positions.
Instead, in case of redundancy, it is known that infinite joint
configurations correspond to the assigned grasp configuration,
but it is always possible to choose the hand configuration
maximizing the previous manipulability measure.

B. Extension index
The resistance capability of a grasp configuration with
respect to external moments increases with the volume of the
polyhedron having the grasp contact points as vertexes [34].
Therefore, an “extension” quality measure IE that depends on
the volume (i.e. on the area, in case of planar grasp) of the
polyhedron can be considered.
C. Curvature index
The curvature quality index IC is evaluated by summing
an integer score assigned to the curvature of each contact
region composing the current grasp configuration. Being the
stability of the contact points conditioned by the curvature of
the contact region, the following score is employed: 10 for
concave angular region, 5 for convex angular region, 2 for
convex region, 1 for planar region, 0 for concave region. As
a result, grasp configurations with an index close to zero are
characterized by a more stable contacts.

G. Grasp ranking
The grasp ranking is performed by computing the angular
distribution and minimal inertia index, the extension index, and
the curvature index for all the feasible grasp configurations in
the sets Cn , with n = 2, . . . , 5. The dynamically-consistent
approach adopted for the grasp region computation typically
ensures a small value for the size of Cn .
First, the sets of possible n-fingered grasps is inserted into
the initial grasp ranking list L = C2 ∪· · ·∪C5 , and the following
three-level sort algorithm is executed:
1) First sort level: all grasp configurations present in L
with a quality index ID close to the current one (e.g.
differing less than 5%) are selected, resulting in an
ordered sublist LD ⊆ L, for the next sort level; if none is
found, the current configuration is sorted into L using ID
as ordering criterion and the elaboration of the current
grasp candidate ends.
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Fig. 8. From the top: the CAD models of the objects employed in the 3D case studies together with the corresponding minimal inertia regions (yellow),
the uniform curvature regions (planar regions in gray, concave regions in violet, convex regions in orange, concave corner regions in blue, and convex corner
regions in red), and the grasp regions (discs with the fingertips size and the same color convention adopted for the uniform curvature regions). The black
sphere indicates the object center of gravity.
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Minimal inertial regions

regions, and the grasp regions are shown in Fig. 8. The water
glass is 9 cm high, the wine glass is 15 cm high, the bottle is
20 cm high, and the mug and the monster toy are 10 cm high.
The number of minimal inertial regions, of the uniform
curvature regions, and of the grasp regions extracted from the
CAD models of the considered objects are shown in Fig. 9,
where five triangle mesh resolutions have been adopted: 1000,
2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 faces, respectively. Notice how the
size of RI increases almost linearly with the object resolution
[see Fig. 9(a)], as it was reasonably expected.
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V. C ASE STUDIES
100
Grasp regions

The proposed anthropomorphic-hand grasp synthesis algorithm has been tested on a number of 3D everyday objects
evaluating the performance in terms of computational time
and effectiveness of the candidate best grasp. Five different
CAD models of a water glass, a wine glass, a mug, a shaped
bottle, and a monster toy are considered to demonstrate the
feasibility and the effectiveness of the proposed approach in
several conditions depending on the CAD model resolution
and on the employed number of fingers.
An anthropomorphic 5-fingered hand with a human like size
has been employed for the hand kinematic grasp quality index
as well as for the kinematic constraints test. The maximum
grasp extension between the thumb and the other fingers has
been limited to 12 cm in the feasibility tests. The adopted
friction coefficient for all the employed objects is µ = 0.4.
Triangle meshes with five different resolutions for each
object have been used, i.e. from 1000 to 5000 faces. This range
of values is suitable for the evaluation of the computational
performance of the proposed method.
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Uniform curvature regions

2) Second sort level: all grasp configurations of LD with
an index IE close to the current one (e.g. differing less
that 10%) are selected for the next sort level, resulting
in an ordered sublist LE ⊆ LD ; if none is found,
the candidate grasp configuration is positioned into LD
using IE as ordering criterion and the elaboration of the
current grasp candidate ends.
3) Third sort level: the current configuration is inserted into
LE using IC as ordering criterion.
At the end of the previous sort process, L contains an ordered
list of the optimal grasp configurations that have been ranked
using ID as first-level ordering criteria, IE as second-level
ordering criteria, and IC as third-level ordering criteria. In
fact, the proposed multi-level sort criteria ensures that grasps
with similar value of ID turn out to be sorted with respect to
the index IE , while all the configurations with close values of
IE turn out to be sorted by using the index IC .
After the ranking step, starting from the best ranked grasp
configuration, the computationally expensive measures/tests
are computed only until one (or more, if required by the application) grasp overcomes all the acceptance threashold/test.
First of all, the force closure is evaluated, i.e. if the current
grasp configuration is not force closure it is discarded and the
next grasp of L is considered, otherwise the grasp isotropy
index IG is computed and compared to a suitable acceptability
threshold. If the candidate best grasp does not overcome this
threshold, the next grasp configuration of L is considered,
otherwise the hand and task kinematic indices are computed to
accept or discard the current best grasp. A grasp configuration
exceeding all the previous tests is ranked as the best feasible
grasp and the process ends.
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Fig. 9. Number of the minimal inertial regions (a), of the uniform curvature
regions (b), and of the grasp regions (c) extracted from the CAD models of the
water glass (dark blue), of the wine glass (light blue), of the mug (green), of
the shaped bottle (red), and of the monster toy (brown) with different triangle
mesh resolution.

Conversely, the size of RC and of RG increases with a
sub-linear rate that depends on the object shape as shown in
Figs. 9(b) and 9(c). However, this behavior is expected because
the sizes of RC and RG have to become constant when the
resolution increases being fixed the fingertip size.

A. Grasp regions evaluation
The CAD models of the employed object (water glass, wine
glass, mug, shaped bottle, and monster toy) together with the
corresponding minimal inertia regions, the uniform curvature

B. Grasp synthesis
Figure 10 shows the best-ranked grasp configurations for
the objects of Fig. 8 for the cases of n = 2, . . . , 5 fingers. It
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Fig. 10.
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Best-ranked grasps for the objects of Fig. 8 with n = 2, . . . , 5 fingers (from the top to the bottom). The black sphere indicates the object CoG.

is worth noticing how, depending on the dimension and shape
of the object, the best grasp candidates for each object by
changing the number of employed fingers are very similar.
This result confirms the numerical stability of the proposed
algorithm. On the other hand, for very irregular objects, e.g.
the monster toy on the right side of Fig. 10, the best grasp
configurations change more with n due to the feasibility
constraint, which depends on the possibility to touch the object
with more fingers respecting the kinematic constraints.
The minimization of the gravitational effects has been tested
by considering the case of a half-filled bottle, i.e. by changing

the position of the center of gravity of the bottle with respect to
the case shown previously. Figure 11 shows the corresponding
best-ranked grasp candidates for n = 2, . . . , 5 fingers. In all
cases, the off-centering of the line of action of the applied
fingertips forces is negligible, hence the compensation of
gravitational effects is maximized.
C. Computational complexity
The computational complexity of the proposed method has
been evaluated by measuring the computational time needed
for the grasp synthesis of the best grasp candidate for the
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Fig. 11.
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Best-ranked grasp configurations for the half-filled shaped bottle, i.e. when an offset is applied to the center of gravity.

objects of Fig. 8 with different triangle-mesh resolutions. The
following test have been carried out on an Intel Pentium
processor at 2.8 Ghz with C++ programming.
Figure 12 shows the computation time employed for the
elaboration of the minimal inertial regions, on the uniform
curvature regions, and of the grasp regions. As it was expected,
an almost linear and increasing trend with respect to the object
model resolution is clearly evidenced for this step. Notice that
the absolute value of the time required for the computation of
the grasp regions both for the shaped bottle (Fig. 12(d)) and for
the monster toy (Fig. 12(e)) are about one order of magnitude
less than for the other objects. The reason is because the
corresponding uniform curvature regions, while being greater
in number, are smaller in size due to the irregularity of the
object shapes. Hence, in many cases there is not enough
area for the fingertip and the region was discarded without
participating to the (recursive and computationally expensive)
decomposition process, that divides the each uniform curvature
region into a number of grasp regions. However, for all the
considered cases the needed computational time are reasonably
low and compatible with an on-line application.
Figure 13 shows the overall computation times required for
the grasp synthesis with respect to the number of employed
fingers. For all the considered objects the computation time
increases with respect to the number of fingers with a sublinear rate. For the same cases, i.e. for the first three objects,
the trend becomes descendent for n = 5. The reason of
this behavior is the progressive reduction of the number of
available contact regions suitable to allow the allocation of
5 fingertips under the minimization of the inertial effects
and kinematic constraints. A further reason is that many of
the best-ranked grasp regions for n = 3, 4 turn out to be
inadequate after the feasibility tests (mainly due to the wholehand reachability test, that fails for size and shape of the
object) that are sequentially applied until a suitable grasp
configuration is found. This last behavior represents also the
most significant drawback of the proposed method, i.e. when
several best-ranked grasp candidates are discarded before a
suitable grasp is found. Being this test time consuming for the
3D case, then the total computation time increases. However,
also in these worst cases the required computational time
makes the proposed technique useful for on-line applications.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The problem of evaluating grasp configurations which reduce the inertial and gravitational effects of an object on a

robotic hand has been addressed in this paper. A new solution
for fast synthesis of anthropomorphic multi-fingered grasp
configurations has been proposed. Several 3D case studies
have been presented showing the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
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Fig. 12. Computation times needed for the selection of the minimal inertial regions (blue), of the uniform curvature regions (green), and of the grasp regions
(red) from the CAD models of the water glass (a), of the wine glass (b), of the mug (c), of the shaped bottle (d), and of the monster toy (e) for a number of
triangle mesh resolutions.
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